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ACTIVITY TITLE:  Animal Sounds

AIM OF THE ACTIVITY:  Getting to know the animal sounds in English and compare them to the mother 
language of students. This improves pronunciation as students have to imitate specific sounds of English.  
ESTIMATED DURATION: 30 minutes session 
MATERIALS NEEDED:   Video projector and enough copies of the attached documents for students.  
ATTACHED DOCUMENTS: Some Animal Sounds Empty/ Some Animal Sounds/ Animal Sound quiz 
SUGGESTED LEVEL:  A2.

PROCEDURE !
1.- INTRODUCTION  (5-8 minutes aprox)  
Teacher shows projects the “ Some Animal Sounds Empty”. Asks students if they know the verbs and animal 
sounds onomatopoeias in their mother language; then asks if they know them in English and checks how much 
they know.  !!
2.- SOME ANIMAL SOUNDS (10 min) 
Teacher projects “Some Animal Sounds” sheet. Makes students repeat animal sounds, focusing in the correct 
pronunciation of every sound. After that; he hand ins a copy of the sheet to students for them to keep.   !!
3.- ANIMAL SOUND PRACTICE (5 min) 
Students get together in pairs. One makes an animal sound and the other has to guess the animal.  !!
4.- ANIMAL SOUND QUIZ (5-10 min)  
Students team up in pairs ands try to complete the quiz sheet. Winner will be the team that finishes first with 
less mistakes. In the sheet, there are some sounds they haven’t studied yet. They will have to imagine how the 
animal sounds to try to figure them out.  
After the quiz, teacher will check answers and repeat all the animal sounds learnt in the day making students 
repeat them properly.  !!!
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SOME ANIMAL SOUNDS



VERB: To purr!
ONOMATOPOEIA : Miaow

VERB: To bark!
ONOMATOPOEIA : Woof

VERB: To quack!
ONOMATOPOEIA : Quack

VERB: To grunt!
ONOMATOPOEIA : Oink

VERB: To bleat!
ONOMATOPOEIA : !

Baa, baa

VERB: To neigh!
ONOMATOPOEIA : Neigh

VERB: To crow!
ONOMATOPOEIA :!
Cock-a-doodle-do

VERB: To hiss!
ONOMATOPOEIA : Ssss..!

VERB: To squeak!
ONOMATOPOEIA : 

Squeak!

VERB: To moo!
ONOMATOPOEIA : Moo

SOME ANIMAL SOUNDS




